
It's not necessary to learn all of these at once but by George, they will improve your life, even if your name is not George.

Command Meaning

TAB

Autocomplete file and directory names. Seriously, this is super useful. Open a command shell,

type ls and follow up with a tab - you'll see how it works. It will also autocomplete command

names so for example if you're trying to remember how to start your local Redis server you can

type red at the command line and spam the tab key to see all the commands that start with the

word red . If TAB can't decide what you want it to autocomplete it'll do nothing, which is

annoying, but then if you press it again it'll show you a list of things it thinks you might want. Type

more characters at the command line until it figures out which one you really mean. If in doubt,

just spam TAB .

HOME
There is some other shortcut which will get you to the start of the line after you've typed in a whole

bunch of stuff but I can never remember it.

CTRL+SHIFT+C
Copy highlighted text from the command terminal window - highlight it with your mouse you freak.

You don't need a typed command for everything.

CTRL+SHIFT+V Paste to the command-line.

CTRL-C
Kill the running process that you've just invoked. e.g. if you started your java server at the

command line and wanted to stop it, this command is your friend.

There's nothing quite so useful as getting back your old commands :)

Command Meaning

CTRL+R

Use this command to reverse search through the list of last entered commands. This can be very

useful for just repeating the odd command (like for running a jar file) without needing to type out the

whole darn command every time. If you're doing dev work and frequently restarting your server, for

example, a good ole CTRL-R can save a lot of typing.

UP
Use the up arrow key to get the last typed command. Super useful, you can tap it multiple times to

cycle through the last few commands. Use DOWN to undo the previous UP .

history Type this to see the full history of commands you've entered as a numbered list.

![number]
You can use this in combination with the history command. e.g. !248 will run command number

248.

!!

You can rerun the last command with this. You can also combine it with other commands. e.g. if you

forgot to sudo a command that needs permissions (see later), you can just type sudo !! to rerun

the previous command with sudo .

You'll pick these up pretty quick. Directories in bash are envisioned to contain each other. You use the cd command to

move around inside them.

Shortcut Directory

. The current directory

..
One level up from the current directory. The current directory's parent. You can do this too: ../../ to

mean the "grandparent" directory.

~ Home directory

/ Root directory

Useful typing commands

Command history

Directory shortcuts
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These commands are useful for basic file operations. Type your command --help at the command line to see options, but

be prepared, Linux user documentation is not for the faint hearted.

Command Meaning

ls
List all files and directories in the current directory. Add -a option to list all files including hidden

ones and -l option to list in long form with more info.

cd
Change directory. cd ~ will take you to your home directory. cd / will take you to your root

directory.

cp

Copy files. e.g. cp myfile myotherfile . Will fail if the destination file exists. You can

cp myfile mydir/ too, to copy the file to a directory. cp -r mydir myotherdir will recursively copy

all the files in mydir to myotherdir .

rm
Remove files. Add -rf (recursive, force) to delete directories and their contents recursively. Beware

of doing this in the wrong directory.

mv
Move files (rename and copy rolled into one). Can also do mv -r and so forth to recursively move a

directory. Using mv in the same directory mv file1 file2 is how you rename files (or directories).

cat
Concatenate files. Often used to print a file to the screen. e.g. cat ~/.profile will print your profile

file to the terminal screen.

Command Meaning

sudo [command]

Run the command with root privileges. e.g. sudo ls /opt/containerd will list the contents

of /opt/containerd for which permission is normally denied. You'll need to enter your

password though.

Sometimes you need sudo but the general rule is never use it unless you need to.

You can use && to run commands one after another. This can be useful for long running operations where you don't want

to have to remember to go do the second operation. For example, npm run build && npm run deploy combines the

two npm run commands. Important to know as well is that if the first command fails the second one will not be executed.

If you want them to be executed one after another regardless of whether the first one succeeds (psycho!) then use a

semicolon like so: npm run build; npm run deploy

The pipe | character allows you to send output from one command into input to another.

Example Effect

ls -al | grep "Emily" .

This will find all files or directories, hidden or not hidden, in the current directory,

which contain the word "Emily" and print out their attributes. Notice how it

works ls -al lists all the files and directories in the current directory, grep

then filters that list.

ls -al | grep "Emily" | sort
You can pipe multiple times like this. sort will take its input and sort the lines

into alphabetical order.

To write output to a file you use the > character. Here's an example: ls -a > myfile.txt . If you now

cat myfile.txt you'll see your output. This can be useful if you want a record or you want to do lots of different things

with the output from your command.

File and directory commands

God mode

Combining commands

Running commands one after another

Piping from one command to another

Piping output to a file
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You can also use the tee command like so: ls -al | tee myfile.txt . Piping to the tee command will print the

stuff out on the terminal as well as putting it into myfile.txt .

Sometimes you want to send the contents of a file through a command. For example, let's say you wanted to sort a list of

strings that were in a file. You can send them to the sort command like so: sort < myfile.txt . Incidentally you can

pass options to sort to sort in reverse order or whatever too.

I ain't here to give you a full tutorial on using grep , it's a fiddly tool but hella useful with even a bit of knowledge, which

knowledge I aim to impart at this very point in time that you are perusing this fine document.

To use grep you type the following: grep [OPTION]... PATTERNS [FILE]... - this is taken straight from what happens if

you just type grep at the command line without arguments.

Command Meaning

grep "Sylvia" myfile.txt
Searches for the word Sylvia in the file myfile.txt . Prints out the line(s)

it is found on.

grep "Sylvia*" myfile.txt
Searches words starting with Sylvia in the file myfile.txt . Prints out the

line(s) they are found on.

grep -C 3 "Sylvia" myfile.txt
Searches for the word Sylvia in the file myfile.txt . Prints out the line it

is found on with 3 lines of context either side.

grep -i "Sylvia" myfile.txt Blah blah, case insensitive search.

grep -i "Sylvia" myfiles/
Searches case insensitively for Sylvia in all files in the directory myfiles/

.

grep -il "Sylvia" myfiles/
Same as above but instead of printing the lines it lists the files containing the

word Sylvia .

grep -v "Monty" myfile.txt
Inverts the search - prints out lines of myfile.txt that do not contain the word

Monty

find is another fiddly tool. Here's the 80% you need to use it well.

Command Meaning

find .
Prints a list of all of the files and directories in the current directory and its subdirectories.

That's find with a . for the current directory.

find . -type f Only print out files, not directories too.

find . -name "*.cs"
You can use a regex to find only files with extension .cs , or you can search for a

specific file name.

find . -print0
Properly escape the filenames printed by the find command so that they can be used

when find is chained with other commands.

I'll admit that xargs confuses me. But for the limited purpose I use it for it's perfectly fine. Basically xargs takes an input

and applies a command to every line of it. The basic way to use it is xargs [OPTION]... COMMAND [INITIAL-ARGS] .

An example will help. This is basically the only thing I really use xargs for. See the next section on searching within files.

A lot of IDEs like Visual Studio or IntelliJ offer you the option of searching within files for particular text. It's fast and

powerful and you can do regex searches and all kinds of things. But they do impose some limitations. Mainly they'll only

search certain types of files, and they want to only search in project directories and other namby-pamby, wishy-washy, silly

Getting input from a file

Grep

Find

Xargs

Searching for text within files
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limitations like that. A while ago I got fed up with all that and after a bit of judicious googling, this is my routinely deployed

find-in-files method. It's infinitely customisable too :)

    find . -type f -print0 | xargs -0 grep -il "TextIWantToSearch"

I use a find command to find every file in the current directory. I then pipe that to xargs which applies grep to each

file listed, and if the file contains the text (case insensitive search), the filename is printed.

Command Meaning

ps List running processes in the terminal

ps -aux List all running processes regardless of where they were started from

kill [processid]
You have to use ps to get a process id first, but then if you really want to stop it,

kill is your friend.

kill -9 [processid] "I really want you to die, processid."

sudo kill -9 [processid] Nuclear armageddon to be unleashed on processid.

killall [processname]
e.g. killall firefox - kills processes by their names. Use sudo to show you

mean business.

Process commands
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